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President Trump is trying to rewrite history when it comes to China and COVID-19 — but the facts don’t back him up. Tony Blinken was the Deputy Secretary of State and is one of my top foreign policy advisors. He’ll explain.

**I was Deputy Secretary of State during the**
In 2015, Dr. Fauci gave $3.7M to the level 4 bio-lab in Wuhan.

In 2017, Dr. Fauci said there was “no question” a surprise outbreak would take place under Trump.

And now he’s ignoring a cheap & safe cure for COVID-19 (HCQ) while pushing for untested vaccines.

**BIO-TERROURIST!**

**Educating Liberals**

@Education4Libs  ·  Apr 18

Digital soldier, Followed by @GenFlynn, Mentioned by G, Retweeted by Trump. Shadowbanned by Twitter. Working on becoming an independent journalist #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸
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ABC News @ABC · Apr 17
In extended fiery remarks, Gov. Andrew Cuomo responds to attack from Donald Trump: “First of all, if he's sitting home watching TV, maybe he should get up and go to work, right?”

Watch his full remarks: abcn.ws/2Rl6rZy

ABC News @ABC
All the news and information you need to see, curated by the @ABC News team.
instagram.com/abconews Tips: abcn.ws/tips
New York City / Worldwide abcnws.go.com Joined April 2009
528 Following 15.4M Followers
I joined @SenateDems on a call with the @VP today to discuss our federal COVID-19 response. They still don’t have a plan. The administration doesn’t even have a target number of tests we need to manage this health care crisis. It’s beyond unbelievable.
Gov. Whitmer on protests: "The odds are very high they're spreading COVID-19 ...It's that kind of irresponsible action that puts us in this situation where we might have to actually think about extending stay-at-home orders, which is supposedly what they were protesting." @maddow
Daniel Uhlfelder @DWUhlfelderLaw · Apr 17
I sent a public records request to Florida Governor Ron DeSantis asking for all documents regarding his handling of COVID-19. He is obligated to answer soon under Florida sunshine law. We are expecting a treasure trove of damaging information.

Daniel Uhlfelder
@DWUhlfelderLaw
Husband, Dad, lawyer, entrepreneur. @Stanford & @UFLaw grad, Justice advocate, aspiring comedian & founder of Make My Day PAC makeMydaypac.com
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KTLA @KTLA · Apr 15
Newsom says California will provide $125 million in direct disaster assistance to undocumented immigrants, relief checks will be between $500-$1,000. LIVE.


California expands EDD call center hours to meet soaring demand amid... As unemployment reaches record levels in California due to the coronavirus pandemic, Gov. Gavin Newsom on Wednesday signed an ...

KTLA @KTLA
KTLA has been keeping Southern California informed since 1947.

Have great video, photos or story tips? Share with us using ktla.
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Pop Crave @PopCrave · Apr 16
Cardi B chatted with Bernie Sanders about the youth vote, the candidacy of Joe Biden, and COVID-19. (Part 1)
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Pop Crave @PopCrave - Apr 15
Cardi B chatted with Bernie Sanders about the youth vote, the candidacy of Joe Biden, and COVID-19. (Part 1)
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Rachel Maddow MSNBC ☑️ @maddow • Apr 17

“17 of the 18 coronavirus deaths in Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania are people who came from just 3 nursing homes. The nursing homes have not been publicly identified — and there’s no state or federal requirement for the facilities to do so.”

Nursing homes don’t have to disclose COVID-19 cases. Some went that changed.
post-gazette.com

Rachel Maddow MSNBC ☑️
@maddow
I see political people...
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